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In Memoriam:

Davy, Grant R, BA (Western Ontario), MA PhD (Fletcher), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1952, 1979).
Epling, William F, BA MSc (Eastern Washington State), PhD (Washington State), Professor of Psychology (1977, 1989).
Hron, Frantisek, Grad Dip in Geophysics DSc (Charles), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1977, 1995).
Kanasewich, Ernest R, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (British Columbia), FRSC, Professor Emeritus of Finance and Management Science (1960, 2002).
Marahens, Georgi H, PhD (Freiburg), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Comparative Studies (1962, 1995).
McIntyre, John W, MSc LRPC DA-FARCS (England), Professor Emeritus of Anaesthesiology (1960, 1990).
Nebbett, Bruce E, BA (Minnesota), MS (Michigan), Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1980, 1989).
Peel, Bruce B, BA MA (Sask), BLS (Toronto), Chief Librarian Emeritus (1961, 1982).
Robinson, Donald B, BSc MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering (1948, 1984).
Toogood, John A, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota), Emeritus Professor of Soil Science (1948, 1978).
Walker, George William Rutherford, MA (Sask), PhD (McGill), Emeritus Professor of Genetics (1963, 1978).
Wason, Sheila M, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Toronto), Emeritus Professor of Environmental (1965, 1975), White, Alison Genevieve, BEd (Eastern Illinois, MA), MEd (Bread Loaf), PhD (University of Iowa), Professor Emeritus of English (1955, 1974).

Continuing Academic Staff

Aaron, Stephen L, BSc MD (Alberta), LMCC, FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1989, 1994).
Abd-Al-Malek, Kamal, BA (Simon Fraser), MA PhD (McGill), Assistant Professor of Modern Languages & Cultural Studies (1998, 1998).
Abou-Rizk, Seman M, BS MS (Georgia Institute of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1990, 1996).
Abu-Laban, Yasmeen M, BA (Alberta), MA PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Political Science (1998, 1999).
Albert, Bruce N, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Yale), Emeritus Professor of Political Science (1991, 1995).
Anderson, David G, BA(H) (Carleton), MSC (Wisconsin), PhD (Cambridge), Emeritus Professor of Anthropology (1997, 1997).
Anderson, Marjorie C, RN BSc (Alberta), MN (Washington), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Nursing (1979, 1979).
Anderson, Steven M, BEd (Alberta), MSC (Oregon), PhD (Calgary), Professor and Director, Academic Technologies for Learning, Faculty of Extension (1996, 1998).
Andrew, Susan E, BSc (Toronto), MSC (Simon Fraser), PhD (British Columbia), Emeritus Professor of Medical Genetics (1998, 1998).
Andrews, Brian J, BSc (Reading), MSc (Sheffield), PhD (York), Emeritus Professor of Biomedical Engineering (1992, 1992).
Andrews, Janice C, BA (Toronto), MSc (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Psychology in Nursing (1982, 1997).
Ariaratnam, Samuel T, BSc (Waterloo), MSc PhD (Toronto), Emeritus Professor of Biomedical Engineering (1990, 2005).
Ash, Cecil M, DDS (Dalhousie), MSc (Manitoba), Associate Professor of Medicine (1939, 1968).
Aronsen, Lawrence R, BA (Manitoba), MA (Ottawa), PhD (Dalhousie), Emeritus Professor of Psychology (1998, 1998).
Arts, Douglas S, BSc (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Sociology (1997, 1997).
Askewman, Marc A, BSc MSc (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Psychology (1998).
Axon, Amelie F, BSc LLB (Alberta), BCL (Oxford), Emeritus Professor of Law (1997, 1997).
Ayres, Richard M, PhD (McMaster), Emeritus Professor of English (1968, 1983).
Bagley, Bruce A, Sir George Williams, ME PhD (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Psychology (1972, 1982).
Bainbridge, Joyce M, Cert in Education (Sheffield College), BEd (Lethbridge), MA Ed (Northeast Colorado), Emeritus Professor of Elementary Education and Assistant Dean of Education (1983, 1994).
Barber, Baker, G, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry (1981, 1985).
Ball, Ronald D, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Ottawa), Emeritus Professor of Biological, Agricultural and Animal Sciences (1997, 1997).
Baillie, Allan John, MA, Emeritus Professor of Modern Languages & Cultural Studies (1964, 1976).
Barlow, Gabe, BSc (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Nursing (1967, 1968).
Baintry, John W, LBSc (London), FRCP(C), Emeritus Professor of Medical Genetics (1989, 1994).
Barry, John B, Director of Operations, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (1976, 1976).
Bartlett, Peter D, Emeritus Professor of Art and Design (1972, 1983).
Barr, Allan, BA, BSc (London), Emeritus Professor of Psychology (1965, 1975).
Bashway, Howard, BMus MMus DMA (British Columbia), Emeritus Professor of Music (1993, 1999).
Basu, Anup, BS MS (Indian Inst Stat), MA (Rochester), PhD (Maryland), Emeritus Professor of Computing (1990, 1995).
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Basu, Tapan, BSc BVSc (Calcutta), ACvDip MSc (Scotland), Professor of Biomedical Engineering (1981, 1983).

Bates, Patricia D, BEd MED (Alberta), Administrative Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1966, 1974).

Bateman, Alan N, BSc (Brunel), PhD (Kings College, Assistant Professor of Pharmacology (1992, 1998).

Bauman, Richard W, BA LLB MED (Alberta), LLM (Dalhousie, PhD (Oxford), Professor of Law (1966, 1997).

Baxter, Cecilia, BSc (McMaster), MD (Calgary), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Paediatrics (1993).

Bayani, Toni F, BA (Alberta), DVM (Western College of Vet Med), Faculty Service Officer in Health Sciences Laboratory Animal Services (1991).

Bayley, Suzanne E, BSc (Washington College), PhD (John Hopkins), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1991).

Bramich, John R, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Physics (1979, 1981).

Beard, William R, BA (Alberta), MA (Calif, Berk), PhD (Wisconsin-Madison), Assistant Professor of HR (2001, 2004).

Beck, James A, BS PhD (California), Professor and Chair of Computer Science (1997, 2002).

Bergeman, Steven H, BSc (McGill), PhD (Chicago), Assistant Professor of Chemistry (1993, 1993).

Bergeron, Joseph, BA (Quebec), MA (Laval), PhD (Laval), Assistant Professor of French Language and Literature (1988, 1991).

Bensoussan, Aniko, BA (Carleton), MFA (Columbia), Professor of Comparative Literature, Religion & Film/Media Studies (1996, 1996).

Bennett, David J, BEng (McGill), PhD (MIT), Assistant Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine (1996, 1998).

Bentz, Simon G, BS (Oklahoma), MPhD (Pennsylvania State), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1962, 1982).

Bentz, Bruce B, BS MFA (Wisconsin), M Des (Indiana), Professor of Art and Design (1968, 1996).

Ben Zvi, Huda, BSc (Hebrew), BA (Everyman’s), MA (Tel Aviv), PhD (Immunology), Professor of Comparative Literature, Religion & Film/Media Studies (1989, 1997).

Berg, Wesley P, BA (Manitoba), MSc MMus (Alberta), PhD (Washington), Associate Professor of Music (1973, 1975).

Bergman, James, BSc (Toronto), PhD (Chicago), Assistant Professor of Chemistry (1993, 1993).

Berman, Robert C, BA (Banff), BSc (Banff), Assistant Professor of Anthropology (1998).

Bentz, Bruce B, MSc PhD (Wisconsin), Professor of Renewable Resources and Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1982).

Bledgett, Edward Dickinson, BA (Amherst College), MA (Maastricht), MA (Rutgers), University Professor of Comparative Literature, Religion & Film/Media Studies (1966, 1975).


Bebot, Jacques, BSc (Montreal), MSc PhD (Waterloo), Associate Professor of Physical Therapy (1989, 1989).

Bodnaru, Ionu, LA, BSc (Brussels), Assistant Professor of University in the Secretariat (1980, 1991).

Boldrey, Michael H, MB ChB (Cambridge), Professor of Medicine (1984, 1988).


Brown, Janice A, CA (Stephens’s College), BA PhD (Brandon University), Associate Professor of Economics (1986, 1993).

Browne, Lois N, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Chemistry (1993, 1998).


Brennecke, Joanne M, MD (Nacional de Rosario), Professor of Oncology (1988, 1994).

Brintnell, E Sharon, MSc BOT (Alberta), Dip PT and OT (Toronto), OT (C), Professor of Occupational Therapy (1993).

Brody, Michael M, MB ChB (Cambridge), Professor of Medicine (1997, 1997).

Brett, Michael J, BSc Queen’s I, MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1986, 1992).

Briggs, Keith G, BA MA Dip Agric Sce (Cambridge), PhD (Manitoba), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1969, 1990).

Brindley, David N, BSc PhD (Birmingham), Professor of Biochemistry (1988, 1988).

Brink, Pamela J, BS (Whitney), MSN (Catholic), PhD (Boston), Professor of Nursing (1988, 1988).

Brown, Brian L, BSc-BT (Alberta), Dip PT and OT (Toronto), OT (C), Professor of Occupational Therapy (1993).

Bruckley, Timothy N, BES (Waterloo), Planning Officer in the Centre for Strategic Planning Services (1989, 1989).

Brode, Janine M, BA BA (Windsor), PhD (Carleton), Professor and Chair of Political Science (1997, 1997).

Brook, Paula A, BSc MA (Texas), EdD (British Columbia), Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1987, 1992).

Broude, Michael M, MB ChB (Cambridge), Professor of Medicine (1964, 1988).

Brooks, Harvey G, BSc MSc (Sask), PhD (Iowa State), Associate Professor of Rural Economy (1992, 1995).


Brown, Jane A, CA (Stephens’s College), BA MA (Brandon University), Associate Professor of European Studies (1991, 1997).

Brown, Neil E, BSc MD (Toronto), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1988, 1988).

Brown, Norman R, BA PhD (Chicago), Associate Professor of Psychology (1992, 1997).

Brown, Syliva M, BA (Waterloo), MA PhD (Princeton), Associate Professor of English (1996, 1996).

Brown, Wilfred J, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Chemistry (1993, 1998).

Brownlow, Rene, BNSC MD (Alberta) CCFP LMC, Associate Professor of Family Medicine (1982, 1982).

Bruce, Donald M, BA (Alberta), Queen’s I, PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor and Acting Chair of Modern Languages & Cultural Studies (1997, 1997).


Bruna, Joao P, MD (Nacional de Rosario), Professor of Oncology (1988, 1994).

Bruckley, Timothy, BES (Waterloo), Planning Officer in the Centre for Strategic Planning Services (1989, 1989).

Bruckley, Timothy N, BES (Waterloo), Planning Officer in the Centre for Strategic Planning Services (1989, 1989).

Buchanan, John W, BSc (Windsor), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1996, 1996).

Buchanan, John W, BSc (Windsor), PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Computing Science (1993, 1993).

Buchanan, Lori, BA (Wilfrid Laurier), MA PhD (Waterloo), Assistant Professor of Psychology (1997, 1997).

Buck, George H, BEd MED PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Secondary Education (1997, 1997).

Buckingham, Jeanne A, BSc (Sask), MSc(B), Associate Professor of Library & Information Sciences (1987, 1997).

Bulat, Gordon A, BSc (Alberta), Associate Professor of Physical Plant (1969, 1976).

Bultitude, Michael P, BSc MD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine (1998, 1998).

Bullock, Christopher J, BSc (McGill), PhD (University of Windsor), Assistant Professor of English (1965, 1969).

Bundt, David, BSc (Nottingham), PhD (Newcastle), Professor of Chemistry (1991, 1993).

Burch, Robert B, BA PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Philosophy (1983, 1988).

Burnett, Mary, BA BA (Toronto), PhD (Oxford), Associate Professor and Associate Chair of English (1985, 1993).
Bumham, Robert S, MD (Alberta), LMC, CCP, Associate Professor in the Division of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1992, 1997).
Burrows, Barbara, BSc BLS (Alberta), Professional Librarian (1993, 1999).
Burton, Jeffrey R, MD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Medicine (1981, 1981).
Buhr, Andrew BG, BSc MSc PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1997, 1997).
Butler, James R, BSc (Ohio State), MA (Manhattanville College), PhD (Washington), Professor of Renewable Resources (1979, 1987).
Butler, Terry, BA MA (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Modern Languages & Cultural Studies (1990, 1994).
Byrne, Carol P, BA (Mcmill), MBA (Calgary), Associate Registrar & Director of Admissions, the Office of the Registrar & Student Awards (1998, 1998).
Byrne, Michael R, BSc (Trenton Polytech), MSc (Bradford), Director of Computing and Network Services (1996, 1996).
Cabay, Stanley, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor and Associate Chair of Computing Science (1971, 1993).
Cabeza, Roberto EL, ME PhD (Tsukuba), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Cain, Andrew, BSc MSc Phd (Manitoba), MSc (North Carolina), Associate Professor of Mathematics (1999, 1999).
Caims, Debra M, BSc MMed (Western Ontario), DMA (Illinois), Associate Professor of Music (1989, 1994).
Cairns, William D, BSc MSc (Alberta), Director, Office of Budget and Statistics (1975, 1990).
Caldwell, Bruce, BSc (North Dakota), Director, International Centre in Student Services (1992, 1991).
Calhoun, Kristine A, BSc MEd PhD (Alberta), Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Cass, Carol L, BSc (Moxa), PhD (Alberta), California, Professor and Chair of Oncology (1992, 1992).
Cass, David D, MD (Butler), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1993, 1993).
Carter, Kathleen E, BA (Calgary), BSc (Alberta), Professional Librarian (1974, 1997).
Casey, Joyce R, BSc (Queen’s), PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Physiology (1996, 1996).
Carlow, Terrance R, BA MEd (Alberta), Memory (Memorial) PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Chair of Secondary Education (1982, 1982).
Cassidy, Richard A, PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1989, 1993).
Cass, David D, BS (Butler), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Physical Education & Recreation (1997, 1997).
Cave, Andrew J, MB BS (Manchester), MSc (Univ. of Manchester), Assistant Professor in Family Medicine (1992, 1992).
Cavallone, Giuseppe, Associate Professor of Philosophy (1974, 1997).
Chadwick, Thomas, BSc (Alberta), MS (Pennsylvania State), PhD (North Carolina), Associate Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1999, 1999).
Chalutsky, Richard J, MSc BSc PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1997, 1997).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Chambers, Graham A, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Physics (1990), Associate Dean of Science (1969, 1974).
Chang, DaHoon Moon, BS (McMaster), PhD (McMaster), Assistant Professor in Extension (1997, 1997).
Chao, Patricia M, MRCGP (UK), MRCGP (UK), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1995, 1995).
Greenshaw, Andrew J, BSc (Liverpool) (Philosophy, 1986, 1996).
Greenwood, Rostyn, BSc MSc PhD (Birmingham), Professor of Organizational Analysis and Associate Dean of Business (1982, 1984).
Greer, John I, BSc (Geophy), MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Psychology (1992, 1992).
Greiner, Russell, BSc (California), MSc PhD (Stanford), Professor of Computing Science (1986, 1992).
Gronding, Richard, BSc PhD (Western Ontario, 1985, 1995).

Gray, Murray R, BASc (Toronto), MEng (Calgary), Professor of Chemical Engineering (1982, 1988).

Goble, Patricia, BSc (Calgary), Professor of Psychology (1983, 1993).

Gillespie, Daniel, MSc PhD (Carleton), PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of History (1997, 1997).

Gillanders, John, BSc PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1994).

Goding, Ronald Harvey, BSc (Alberta), MA (Rice), Co-Chair, Philosophy (1990, 1991).

Gordon, Philip A, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology and Administrative Associate Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1967, 1967).

Gore, Richard, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Mathematics (1983, 1991).

Gordon, John, BSc (Toronto), MEng (Calgary), Professor of Chemical Engineering (1982, 1988).

Gornik, Marianne, BSc (Toronto), MSc (York), Professor of Economics (1988, 1995).

Gortel, Zbigniew W, MSc PhD (Warsaw), Professor of Physics (1987, 1997).

Gould, Alan, BSc (New Zealand), RN (Ottawa), BA MA (Western Ontario, 1982).

Graham, Sean, BSc PhD (St Andrews), PhD (Ottawa).

Gow, Andrew, BSc (Carleton), MA (Toronto), PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1994).

Goding, Ronald Harvey, BSc (Alberta), MA (Rice), Co-Chair, Philosophy (1990, 1991).

Gordon, Philip A, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology and Administrative Associate Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1967, 1967).

Gore, Richard, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Mathematics (1983, 1991).

Gortel, Zbigniew W, MSc PhD (Warsaw), Professor of Physics (1987, 1997).

Gould, Alan, BSc (New Zealand), RN (Ottawa), BA MA (Western Ontario, 1982).

Graham, Sean, BSc PhD (St Andrews), PhD (Ottawa).

Gow, Andrew, BSc (Carleton), MA (Toronto), PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1994).

Goding, Ronald Harvey, BSc (Alberta), MA (Rice), Co-Chair, Philosophy (1990, 1991).

Gordon, Philip A, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology and Administrative Associate Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1967, 1967).

Gore, Richard, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Mathematics (1983, 1991).

Gortel, Zbigniew W, MSc PhD (Warsaw), Professor of Physics (1987, 1997).

Gould, Alan, BSc (New Zealand), RN (Ottawa), BA MA (Western Ontario, 1982).

Graham, Sean, BSc PhD (St Andrews), PhD (Ottawa).

Gow, Andrew, BSc (Carleton), MA (Toronto), PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1994).

Goding, Ronald Harvey, BSc (Alberta), MA (Rice), Co-Chair, Philosophy (1990, 1991).

Gordon, Philip A, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology and Administrative Associate Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1967, 1967).

Gore, Richard, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Mathematics (1983, 1991).

Gortel, Zbigniew W, MSc PhD (Warsaw), Professor of Physics (1987, 1997).

Gould, Alan, BSc (New Zealand), RN (Ottawa), BA MA (Western Ontario, 1982).

Graham, Sean, BSc PhD (St Andrews), PhD (Ottawa).

Gow, Andrew, BSc (Carleton), MA (Toronto), PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1994).

Goding, Ronald Harvey, BSc (Alberta), MA (Rice), Co-Chair, Philosophy (1990, 1991).

Gordon, Philip A, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology and Administrative Associate Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1967, 1967).

Gore, Richard, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Mathematics (1983, 1991).

Gortel, Zbigniew W, MSc PhD (Warsaw), Professor of Physics (1987, 1997).

Gould, Alan, BSc (New Zealand), RN (Ottawa), BA MA (Western Ontario, 1982).

Graham, Sean, BSc PhD (St Andrews), PhD (Ottawa).

Gow, Andrew, BSc (Carleton), MA (Toronto), PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1989, 1994).

Goding, Ronald Harvey, BSc (Alberta), MA (Rice), Co-Chair, Philosophy (1990, 1991).

Gordon, Philip A, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology and Administrative Associate Dean, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1967, 1967).

Gore, Richard, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Mathematics (1983, 1991).

Gortel, Zbigniew W, MSc PhD (Warsaw), Professor of Physics (1987, 1997).
Hodgson, Robert J, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Alberta (1987, 1992).


Jamal, Karim, B.Com (Milton), MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Mississauga), CA, Associate Professor of Accounting and Management Information Systems (1990, 1993).

Jami, Fakhrreddin, Ph.D (Tehran), MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1982, 1989).


Jenkins, Catherine, BA (British Columbia), MEd, FRCP, Professor of Surgery (1986, 1999).

Jennings, Colleen, BSc (Alberta), Associate Professor of Women’s Studies (1994, 1994).

Johnson, William B, MSc (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Marketing, Business Economics and Law (1986, 1992).

Johnson, Thomas E, BA (California State), MSc PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in the Faculty of Business (1981, 1989).

Johnston, Genevieve M, BA (Calgary), MA (Sheffield), Administrative Professional Officer in Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1995, 1995).

Johnston, Ingrid, BA (Natal), MEd PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Secondary Education (1997, 1997).

Johnston, J Paul, BA (Southern Methodist), MA (North Carolina), Associate Professor of Political Science (1967, 1972).

Johnston, William A, BA MA (W Post College), PhD (York), Professor and Chair of Sociology (1991, 1997).

Johnson, Adrian R, MSc (McGill), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Paediatrics (1970, 1980).

Johnson, Brenda M, BFA MFA (Alberta), Transition Year Program Coordinator, Native Student Services (1994, 1996).

Jones, Brian, BSc (Liverpool), PhD (Ottawa), Professor and Chair of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1977, 1996).

Jones, David L, BSc (McMaster), MSc (Western Ontario), Professional Librarian (1980, 1988).

Jones, J T, BSc (Alfred), MSc (Dalhousie), PhD (McGill), Professor of Physics (1977, 1980).

Jones, Raymond E, BSc (Windsor) PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of English (1985, 1989).

Jones, Richard L, BS (St Thomas College), MS PhD (Marquette), Professor of Medicine and Physiology (1976, 1986).

Jordan, Robert Beatty, BSc Eng (W Ontario), PhD (Chicago), Professor of Chemistry (1965, 1977).

Judson, Charles A, BA (McGill), MSc (Quebec), Associate Professor of Psychiatry (1998, 1998).

Judson, Charles A, BA (McGill), MSc (Quebec), Associate Professor of Psychiatry (1998, 1998).

Jurgens, Rod, BSc MCBCh (Edinburgh) MSc (Alber=c), Professor of Medicine (1980, 1986).


Julia, Noragall, BSc (Southern Illinois), MSc (Iowa State), PhD (Sac), Assistant Professor of Renewable Resources (1993, 1993).

Jung, Jan A, MSc PhD (Washington), Associate Professor of Environmental Sciences (1991, 1993).

Juzekiewicz, Norma L, BSc (Alberta), Administrative Professional Officer in Physical Education & Recreation (1997, 1997).

Kachar, J M, BEd BEd MEd, PhD (McGill), Assistant Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1996, 1999).

Kahanke, David J, BA (Concordia), MA (McGill), PhD (Cambridge), Assistant Professor of Philosophy (1992, 1992).

Kane, Kevin, BA (Calgary), PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1991, 1997).

Kantor, Moshe, BSc, MSc (Winnipeg), FRCP, Associate Professor of PaeDiatrics (1994, 1994).


Karpiński, Edward, BSc MEng PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Physiology (1967, 1977).

Karamanou, Rohana J, BSc (Colombo) MSc PhD (Michigan State), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences (1985, 1992).

Kassian, Ammon, BSc MD (Alberta), FRCP, LMCC, Assistant Professor of Medicine and Surgery (1985, 1989).


Kaufman, William R, BSc MSc (McGill), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Biological Sciences (1977, 1979).
Stockey, Ruth A, BS (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Oncology (1990, 1996).

Spencer, Keith R, BSc MD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Sociology (1981, 1987).

Sptch, Richard G, BSc MD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Humanities (1990).

Stovel, Norah F, BA (McGill), MA (Cambridge), PhD (Dalhousie), Associate Professor of English (1985, 1990).

Stroffer, Laucine N, BSc MPM (Alberta), Administrative Professional Officer in Biological Sciences (1973, 1995).

Strang, Barbara J, BA (Alberta), Cooperative Education Coordinator in the Centre for Cooperative Education, Faculty of Engineering (1985, 1985).

Strang, Victoria R, BN (Manitoba), MN (Dundee), Associate Professor of Nursing (1991, 1996).

Streeter, Lesley A, BS MSc (Ohio State), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1993, 1997).

Stearns, Leonard L, BSc MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor of Nursing (1997, 1997).

Stewart, Miriam J, BScN (McMaster), MN PhD (Chicago), Associate Professor of Nursing (1995, 1997).

Stewart, David K, BA MA (Acadia), PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of English (1973, 1995).


St Clair, Colleen C, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Canterbury), PhD (Oklahoma), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1990, 1997).

Stein, H. Robert, B JS (IMT), MA DPhn (Oon), Professor of Physiology (1967, 1971).

Steiner, Ivan, BSc (Belgium), MD (McGill), Associate Professor of Family Medicine (1994, 1994).

Steffo, Teresa B, BSc MD (Alberta), Medical Office in University Health Centre (1968, 1981).


Stevenson, Bruce R, BA (Johns Hopkins), PhD (Harvard), Associate Professor of Cell Biology and Anatomy and Assistant Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies & Research (1983, 1991).

Stein, David, BA, BSc MD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Organizational Analysis (1991, 1998).

Stein, R. David, B Sc (JITM), MA DPhn (Oon), Associate Professor of Organizational Analysis (1991, 1998).

Stewart, Leonard, BA, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor of Community Medicine (1981, 1991).

Stewart, Miriam J, BSc (McMaster), MN PhD (Dalhousie), Professor of Nursing (1997, 1997).

Stevens, Leonard L, BSc MEd PhD (Toronto), Professor of Community Medicine (1986, 1991).

Stewart, Margie, J, BS (McMaster), MN PhD (Dalhousie), Professor of Nursing (1997, 1997).

Stevens, Leonard L, BSc MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor of Educational Leadership (1969, 1979).

Stiles, Michael E, BSc (Natal), MS PhD (Illinois), Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Sciences (1985).

St Louis, Vincent L, BSc (Quebec), MSc PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (1997, 1997).

Stockey, Marcella, BSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1989, 1992).

Stone, James C, BSc (British Columbia), MA (Oregon), PhD (Oklahoma), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences (1974, 1975).

Storozuk, Michael B, BA (Saask), BSc (British Columbia), Professional Librarian (1973, 1976).

Stovel, Bruce, BA (Sir George Williams) MA (Cambridge) PhD (Harvard), Associate Professor of Entomology (1965, 1965).

Stovel, Norah F, BA (McGill), MA BA (Cambridge), PhD (Dalhousie), Associate Professor of English (1985, 1990).

Stroppel, Laraine N, BSc MPM (Alberta), Administrative Professional Officer in Biological Sciences (1973, 1995).
241.1 Special “Continuing” Academic Staff

Note: The following staff members of the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, except for the fact that their contracts of employment are not under the Board-AASUA Agreement, are considered to have University responsibilities and to function fully as if they were members of the “Continuing” academic staff listed in §241, above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alton, JD McGregor</td>
<td>BSc MD MSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Kenneth O.</td>
<td>BSc (McGill), MSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABM (Toronto), FRCPC (Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Walter S.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta), MS (Toronto)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, David P.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Earl, BSc MD</td>
<td>(Memorial)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Peter K.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Richard F.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

242 Emeriti

Note: The following Emeriti are listed alphabetically by last name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alton, JD McGregor</td>
<td>BSc MD MSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Kenneth O.</td>
<td>BSc (McGill), MSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABM (Toronto), FRCPC (Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Walter S.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta), MS (Toronto)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, David P.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Peter K.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Richard F.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

242 Emeriti

Note: The following Emeriti are listed alphabetically by last name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alton, JD McGregor</td>
<td>BSc MD MSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Kenneth O.</td>
<td>BSc (McGill), MSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABM (Toronto), FRCPC (Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Walter S.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta), MS (Toronto)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, David P.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Peter K.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Richard F.</td>
<td>BSc (Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSc MD (Ottawa), LMCC, FACP, Associate Professor of Oncology and Assistant Dean of Medicine and Dentistry (1988, 1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assin точно, Maryln I, BSc (Alberta), MPH (Minnesota), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1965, 1997).
Baker, William J, BA (St John's), MA PhD (Fordham), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1959, 1991).
Baldwin, R George, BA (British Columbia), MA (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of English (1951, 1994).
Bergen, John J, BSc BEd Médec (Manitoba), PhD (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry (1967, 1995).
Bertie, John E, BSc PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1967, 1996).
Bertram, Sheila K, BSc (McMaster), BLS (Toronto), MS PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Library and Information Studies (1970, 1996).
Brewer, Howard, A, BSc (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1964, 1984).
Bhattacharyya, Nirmal C, MA LLB (Calcutta), PhD (Chicago), Professor Emeritus of Educational Foundations (1965, 1989).
Biland, John W, BA (British Columbia) PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of English (1955, 1985).
Blackley, Frank D, BA (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of History (1950, 1983).
Blakey, James M, BS (Kansas State Teachers College) MS (Emporia) EdD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1970, 1995).
Blanchard, William A, BA (San Francisco State College), MA (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1961, 1987).
Blench, Thomas, BSc (Glasgow), DSC (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1948, 1977).
Braatz, David A, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD, Professor Emeritus of Zoology (1963, 1991).
Beevers, Frederick J, BS (Western Michigan), PhD (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1965, 1993).
Bollinger, Kenneth E, BS MSc (Sask), Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (1980, 1996).
Booher, Cerial, MA (Utah), MS PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1968, 1986).
Borys, Andrea H, BFA (Edmonton) BSc (Alberta) MSc (University of Victoria), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1975, 1997).
Bosley, Richard N, BA (Utah), MA (California), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy (1963, 1995).
Bouchier, Patrick H, BSc (Alberta), SM (Harvard), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering and Geodynamics (1945, 1987).
Bowler, Wilmur Fee, BA LLB (Alberta), LLM (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Law (1945, 1991).
Bowland, John P, BSc (Manitoba) MS (Washington State), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1965, 1985).
Bowland, John P, BSc (Manitoba) MS (Washington State), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1965, 1985).
Bridge, William A, MSc PhD (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry (1967, 1995).
Brown, John L, BCom MBA (Saskatchewan), MBA (Washington, PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Organizational Management (1957, 1997).
Brundin, Robert E, AB MLS (California), PhD (Stanford), Professor Emeritus of Library and Information Studies (1975, 1995).
Buneman, Chester, BS MSc (Edmonton), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1963, 1993).
Bryan, Ruth, BA PhD (Radbouf), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1963, 1996).
Buck, Robert J A, MBA (Alberta), MA (Kentucky), PhD (Cincinnati), Professor Emeritus of Classics (1960, 1992).
Budney, David R, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (New South Wales), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1980, 1997).
Buckert, Frank, BEd (Sask), MA (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Drama (1952, 1983).
Buneman, Chester, BS MSc (Edmonton), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Administration (1961, 1991).
Burton, Thomas L, BSc (London), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1976, 1997).
Burns, Ronald Allan, BSc MSc (Alberta) (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Geology (1961, 1991).
Buss, A, BA (Alberta), PhD (Lancaster), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1966, 1997).
Cadin, Gilles C, BA (Ottawa), BEd MA (Alberta), PhD (Université de Montréal), Professor Emeritus, Faculté Saint-Jean (1975, 1977).
Calder, Peter, MS (University of New York), PhD (Indiana), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1973, 1998).
Cameron, Donald F, BA MD (Alberta) FRCP(c) FACG, Professor Emeritus of Anesthesiology (1964, 1985).
Cameron, Donald R, BA MEd (Alberta), EdD (Syracuse), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1967, 1985).
Campbell, Duncan D, BS (British Columbia), MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Adult and Higher Education (1945, 1984).
Campbell, Ian Stander, BSc (Lancaster), MA PhD (Canada), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1966, 1995).
Campbell, James H, BA (Western Ontario and British Columbia), MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1960, 1995).
Cantine, David L, AA (Jackson), BA MA (Iowa), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1965, 1989).
Carr, William Young, BSc MEd (Alberta), PhD (Stanford), Professor Emeritus of Educational Foundations (1945, 1997).
Carper, Michael, BS BEd (Alberta), MA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education (1956, 1987).
Carmichael, John W, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Kwakiutl), Professor Emeritus of Medical Microbiology (1954, 1983).
Carr, Ralph, A, BEd (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Plant Science (1956, 1995).
Cassidy, Anthony, BSc (Durham), PhD (Southampton), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1965, 1995).
Nertter, Gunny, AB (UCLA), MA (Claremont), PhD (Stanford), FRSC, Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1963, 1978).

Newbound, Kenneth B, BSc MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Mass Inst of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1962, 1993).

Newton, James D, BS (New Mexico), MBA PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Accounting and Management Information Systems (1971, 1997).


Noorooz, M Siddiq, AB MA (California), PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1965, 1987).

Norman, Marion, BA MA (Toronto), PhD (Chicago), Professor Emeritus of English (1970, 1979).

Nougami, Antoine A, BS (Cairo), MS (Purdue), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1966, 1996).

Nursall, John R, BA MA (Sask), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Zoology (1953, 1988).

Nyberg, Verrier Richard, BSc MEd (Alberta), EdD (California), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1966, 1988).

Nyberg, Marvin Peter K, BSc MSc (Sask), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Renewable Resources (1968, 1996).

Nylund, Edo, BSc MSc (Dalhousie), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1974, 1997).

Ogden, Jacqueline B, MA (Stanford), Professor Emeritus of Drama (1968, 1983).

Opuzotere, Mahmet Namik, BSc PhD (Istanbul), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1964, 1995).

Olsen, William Charles, MASC (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mathematics (1964, 1995).

Olsen, Alton T, BS (Central State), MS (Illinois), Welseyan (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1967, 1990).

Ouellet, John J, BA MA (Montreal), Professor Emeritus of French (1960, 1993).

Oudadat, Carl J, DDS (Toronto) MEd (Brock), Professor Emeritus of Dental Health Care (1980, 1995).


Osburn, John W, BA DDSP (Sydney), MS PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1972, 1994).

Oster, John L, BEd MA (Sask), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1975, 1996).

Otto, Frederica Douglas, MSc (Alberta), PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering (1962, 1996).

Overtun, Thomas R, BSc (Noll), PhD (Leeds), Professor Emeritus of Applied Sciences in Medicine (1967, 1994).

Packer, John George, BSc PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Botany (1958, 1988).

Panjkaj, Bhadra S, BSc (Alberta), MSc PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry (1973, 1998).


Pang, Peter KJ, BSc (Hong Kong), MS PhD (Taipei), DSc (Hong Kong), Professor Emeritus of Physiology (1986, 1996).


Parker, Thomas H, BSc (Alberta) Professor Emeritus of Mineral Engineering (1947, 1980).

Paterson, Alan RP, MA PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1962, 1989).

Patterson, John Gilbert, BEd BA (Alberta), MA, (Stedford), EdD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1968, 1996).

Paton, David M, MB ChB (Cape Town), MD Dsc (Waterstrand), FRCP, FRACP, CBI Fiol, CTh (Copenhagen), Professor Emeritus of Oral Biology (1988, 1994).

Patterson, Robert Steven, MEd (Alberta), PhD (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Educational Foundations (1962, 1996).

Pavlik, Steve, Bsc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Soil Science (1959, 1990).


Pearce, William G, MD (British Columbia) FRCPC, FRCP(C) UBC, Professor Emeritus of Ophthalmology (1971, 1996).


Penn, David, MD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1964, 1989).

Pegg, Eoin, BE (Sask), MSc (U of State), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering (1968, 1989).

Ratcliff Eugene William, BSc BEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1964, 1996).

Redmond, Gerald, MS (Massachusetts), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1973, 1994).


Rinent, Eberhard Rudolph, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Northwestern), Professor Emeritus of Geography (1965, 1987).

Riordan, Eustice Albert, BSc MEd PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Geriatric Language (1952, 1994).

Rimmer, Ruth Anne, BSc MA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Home Economics (1960, 1980).


Richter, Joseph J, DiferPol (Graz), Professor Emeritus of Rural Economy (1970, 1985).

Rink, Raymond E, BS (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), PhD (New Mexico), Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (1968, 1995).


Rudens, Hayden Wayne, BA MA (Capetown), PhD (US), Professor Emeritus of Extension (1967, 1997).

Rutten, Andrew J, BEd MSc (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Home Economics (1960, 1980).

Richards, Donald M, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1971, 1998).

Richter, Joseph J, DerferPol (Graz), Professor Emeritus of Rural Economy (1970, 1985).

Ritz, Raymon E, BS (Massachusetts Inst of Tech), PhD (New Mexico), Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (1968, 1995).

Rutten, Andrew J, BEd MSc (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Animal Science (1945, 1984).


Sample, John T, BA MA (British Columbia), PhD (Princeton), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1967, 1990).

Sapolsky, Richard L, BS MEd PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1965, 1995).

Sadler, Gerald Wesley, BSc (Sask), MSc (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1947, 1992).

Salt, Walm Raymond, MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Anatomy (1949, 1971).

Salton, Gary, MA (Alfred), BSc (Sask), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1964, 1994).

Samiddion, Walter D, BSc MEd BSc (Alberta) PhD (Oregon State), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1975, 1996).

Sandauer, Bryan D, BEd BA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1977, 1997).

Sartipi, Paul C, MA (Alberta), PhD (Utah), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1965, 1995).

Savage, Harvey G, Dip in Art, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Extension (1972, 1995).

Sawada, Dayo, BEd MEd (Alberta), PhD (Penn State), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1966, 1998).

Sawatzky, David D, BEd BA (Sask), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1969, 1996).

Schatzko, Melville, BSc MSc MA PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Physiology (1965, 1986).

Schaff, David, BSc MD (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics (1962, 1997).

Schmidt, Wilfried HD, BA (Africa), DPhil (Leipzig), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1968, 1997).

Schmidt-Weinert, H Guenter, DPhil (Berlin), DrScNat (Zurich), Professor Emeritus of Electronic Engineering (1968, 1989).
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Schous, Peter A, BA MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy (1956).
Schultz, Wolfgang Martin, DiplPharm Dr med (Kassel), PhD (Okayama State), Professor Emeritus of Rural Economy (1966, 1986).
Schwartz, Bernard, BA (Brooklyn), MS (Pratt Institute), DEd (Pennsylvania State), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1965, 1997).
Scott, Gerald W, BS (London), MS (Minnesota), FRSC(C), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1973, 1989).
Scott, Harvey A, BS (Western Ontario), MPE (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1972, 1993).
Scott, Donald, BSc (Queen's), MSc PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1966, 1993).
Scott-Forrest, Alison P, BA MA MLitt (Oxford) PhD (Queen's), Professor Emeritus of Germanic Languages (1959, 1985).
Second, David C, VS (Ont Vet College), DVM MVSc (Toronto), FASS, Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1961, 1989).
Seger, John E, BSc (Oregon State College), MEd (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1971, 1989).
Segert, Per Arick, Professor Emeritus of Drama (1971, 1987).
Shaffer, Edward H, BA MA (Michigan), PhD (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1971, 1988).
Sharma, Ambikeshwar, MA (Agra) (Lucknow), Professor Emeritus of Mathematics (1962, 1985).
Shaw, James Albon, BSc (Houston), MSc (Indiana), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education, Faculty of Extension (1963, 1994).
Shein, Saul Samuel, MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1962, 1994).
Shibade, Emile S BSc (Bingham-England), MPA PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Organizational Analysis (1967, 1987).
Shinika, Theodor Khym, MSc MD (Alberta), FRCP (C), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1954, 1987).
Sigurdson, Solberg, BSc (Manitoba), MA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1964, 1996).
Simmonds, Sidney Herbert, MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1957, 1993).
Sinclair, Robert W, BFA (Manitoba), MA MFA (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1965, 1996).
Stiwell, Oswald Francis George, BA (Oxon), MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1964, 1998).
Stavuyich, Yar AM PhD (Pennsylvania), Professor Emeritus of Slavic and East European Studies (1960, 1983).
Small, James Matthew, BSc (Edinburgh), MED (Alberta) (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1967, 1994).
Wonders, William Clare, BA PhD (Toronto), MA (Syracuse), FilDrh (Uppsala), FRSC, University Professor and Professor Emeritus of Geography (1953, 1987).

Wood, Reginald K, BE (Sask), MSc (Alberta), PhD (Northwestern), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1966, 1997).

Woods, Stuart B, BA MA (Sask), PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Library Science (1968, 1987).

Wright, John G, BEd (Sask), MA (Saskatchewan), Professor Emeritus of Library Science (1969, 1987).


Yakymets, Walter W, MD (Alberta) FRCS(C) DABS FACS, Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1966, 1996).

Yamamoto, Tatsuo, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Yale), Professor Emeritus of Microbiology (1962, 1989).

Yates, E Norman, AOGA (Ontario College of Art), Emeritus Professor of Art and Design (1954, 1988).

Yedlin, LA, BEd MA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Slavic and East European Studies (1967, 1987).

Yonge, Keith A, MD CM (McGill), DPM (London), FRCP(C), FACCP, Emeritus Professor of Internal Medicine (1959, 1992).

Young, David E, BA (Canadale Central), RD (Yale), MA (Kwaios), Stanford, Emeritus Professor of Anthropology (1976, 1997).

Young, Robert E, BSc (Cambridge), Emeritus Professor of Secondary Education (1969, 1994).

Young, David E, BA (Indiana Central), CAO (Yale), MA (Kwaios), Stanford, Emeritus Professor of Anthropology (1976, 1997).

Young, Jean H, BS PhD (Northwestern), EmD (Temple), Emeritus Professor of Educational Therapy (1971, 1994).

Young, John R, BEd MEd (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1971, 1997).

Zalea, Sara, MS (Mexico, PhD (Illinois), Emeritus Professor of Biological Sciences (1966, 1996).

Zaal, Saul, BSA MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Purdue), Emeritus Professor of Plant Science (1952, 1986).

Zaw-Tun, Harry U, MMBS (Gradental Medical College, PhD (St Andrews), Emeritus Professor of Anatomy (1973, 1986).

Zeman, Edwin D, BSc (Denver), Emeritus Professor of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1964, 1994).

Zingle, Harvey Wilfred, MEd PhD (Alberta), Emeritus Professor of Educational Psychology (1964, 1996).

Zierer, Vlach, MSc PhD (Charles), Emeritus Professor of Mathematical Sciences (1984, 1995).

Zajiczyk, Oleh, MA PhD (Pennsylvania), Emeritus Professor of Slavic and East European Studies (1966, 1992).

Zweckel, Fred C, BSc MSc (Washington State) PhD (British Columbia), Emeritus Professor of Zoology (1967, 1985).

Ahalus, Jennifer L, BSc PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food & Nutritional Science (1996, 1996).

Aboud, Salim A, BSc (Western Ontario), MSc (Concordia), PhD (Guelph), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1987, 1987).

Agulnik, Michael W, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota) Adjunct Professor of Economics (1993, 1993).

Adams, Howard, BA (Saskatchewan), MA PhD (California), Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1996, 1996).

Aitken, Robert, BSc (Saskatchewan), MSc (Edmonton, Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1996, 1995).

Alegrcito, Walter, BSc PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering (1995, 1988).

Allem, Peter S, BSc PhD (London), Adjunct Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering (1985, 1985).

Andrews, Brian J, BSc (Reading), MSc (Sheffield), PhD (Strathclyde), Adjunct Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering (1994, 1994).

Ansbacher, William, BSc PhD (Otago), Adjunct Professor of Physics (1995, 1995).

Appel, Michael J, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (British), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1994, 1994).

Arnold, I David, BA MA CA (California), PhD (Austin), Adjunct Professor of Anthropology (1995, 1995).

Arshad, MA, BSc MSc (Punjab), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1992, 1992).

Asch, Michael, BA (Chicaco), PhD (California), Emeritus Professor of Music and Political Science (1995, 1995).

Aung, Steven K, OMD (Inst of Traditional Chinese Medicine), PhD (Medicina Alternativa Internacional), Adjunct Professor of Extension (1995, 1995).

Aunger, Edmund, BA (Wilfrid Laurier), BSc (London), PhD (California), Adjunct Professor of Political Science (1997, 1997).

Bach, Lars, MScF (Royal), PhD (SUIN), PhD (Syracuse), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1982, 1982).

Bachu, Stefan, MSc (Israel), DiplEng (Bucharest), PhD (Israel), Adjunct Professor of Earth & Atmospheric Sciences (1997, 1997).

Badr, Magdy, MA (Waterloo), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Comparative Literature, Religion and Film/Media Studies (1996, 1996).

Bagchi, Shyamal, BA (Delhi), MA (VisvaBharati), MA (McMaster), PhD (York), Adjunct Professor of Comparative Studies (1996, 1996).

Ball, Bruce E, BSc PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Chemical & Materials Engineering (1996, 1996).

Barnett, John R, BSc MSc (McMaster), PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Engineering (1989, 1989).

Baran, Adeli, MD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Education (1994, 1994).

Barcak, Vickie E, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Nottingham), Adjunct Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1992, 1992).

Barrow-Adesi, Giovanni, MBA PhD (Chicago), Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Sciences (1995, 1995).

Brettard, Richard, BA (Leeds), PhD (Calgary), Adjunct Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1994, 1994).

Basarak, John, BSc PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food & Nutritional Science (1993, 1993).

Bayer, Randall J, BS (Cornell), MS PhD (Ohio State), Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences (1997, 1997).

Beaudoin, Alan P, BSc (London), MSc PhD (Western Ontario), Adjunct Professor of Earth & Atmospheric Sciences and Anthropology (1992, 1992).

Beck, Barbara, BS PhD (California), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1994, 1994).

Beckley, Thomas Mark, AB (Bowdoin), MS PhD (Wisconsin), Adjunct Professor of Rural Economics (1994, 1994).

Berry, Susan, BA (California), MA (Brown), PhD (California), Adjunct Professor of Anthropology (1996, 1996).

Bilash, Radomir, BA MA (Montreal), Adjunct Associate Professor of Comparative Literature, Religion and Film/Media Studies (1997, 1997).


Black-Rogers, Mary, BA MA (Memirose), PhD (Stanford), Adjunct Professor of Anthropology (1997, 1997).

Blanks, Carl A, MEd (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Educational Psychology (1990, 1993).

Borgaard, John A, PhD (Montreal), Adjunct Professor of Psychology (1992, 1992).

Boisset, Reno, BEd (Calgary), MEd PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1991, 1991).

Bottrell, Max A, BA MA (California), PhD (Wisconsin), Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences (1995, 1995).

Boyce, Monica, BA (Chicaco), MA PhD (Duke), Adjunct Professor of Sociology (1994, 1994).

Brodie, Norman, BSc MEd PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Assistant Professor of Educational Psychology (1995, 1995).


Braud, J, BSc (Abderdeen), MSc, PhD (North Carolina State), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1989, 1989).

Brown, Dennis, BBA MEd PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Assistant Professor of Educational Psychology (1992, 1992).

Brown, Desmond, BA (Yale), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of History & Classics (1992, 1992).

Bryant, Harold N, BSc (Guelph), MSc (British Columbia), BPharm (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Sciences (1995, 1995).

Burtis, Neal H, BSc MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering (1991, 1991).

Burns, James A, BA (Western Ontario), MA PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Earth & Atmospheric Sciences and Anthropology (1992, 1992).

Burns, Robert D, BA (London), Adjunct Professor of Human Ecology (1994, 1994).

Buski, Julius, BEd (Alberta), MEd PhD (Oregon), Adjunct Professor of Education (1991, 1991).

Campbell, Ian D, BSc MSc (Ottawa), PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Earth & Atmospheric Sciences (1994, 1994).

Carbyn, Ludwig N, BA (Mount Allison), MSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1995, 1995).

Cawagas, Virginia, MEd (de la Salle), EdD (Notre Dame), Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1992, 1992).
University of Alberta
244 Honorary Degree Recipients

1908
Fall (First Convocation)
Bulyea, The Hon George HV (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD

1915
Spring
Ferns, Walter Frederick, DSc
Special Convocation (October)
Brett, The Hon Robert George, LLD

1922
Spring
Brownlee, The Hon John Edward (Premier of Alberta), LLD

1928
Spring
Brownlee, The Hon Sir Frederick William Gordon, LLD

1930
Spring
Blyth, John, LLD

1931
Spring
Broadus, Edmund Kemper, LLD

1932
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir George William (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1935
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1938
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1940
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1941
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1942
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1943
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1944
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1945
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1946
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1947
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1948
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1949
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1950
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1951
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1952
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1953
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1954
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1955
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1956
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1957
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1958
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1959
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1960
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1961
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1962
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1963
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1964
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1965
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1966
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1967
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1968
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1969
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD

1970
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir Charles Allan (First Chancellor of the University), LLD

1971
Spring
Beck, The Hon Sir James Hamilton (Governor-General of Canada), LLD
1936
Spring
Fuljason, Sir Robert Alexander, LL.D
Tuttle, The Rev Aubrey Stephen, LL.D

Special Convocation (June)
Villeneuve, His Eminence Cardinal Jean-Marie Rodrigue, LL.D

1937
Spring
Kerby, George William, LL.D
Fox, William Sherwood, LL.D

1938
Spring
Beatty, Sir Edward Wentworth, LL.D

1939
Spring
Bowen, The Hon John Campbell (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Brockinton, Leonard Walter, LL.D
Mitchell, The Hon Chief Justice Charles Richmond, LL.D

1940
Spring
Woods, The Hon Lt Col James Hosack, LL.D

1943
Special Convocation (September)
His Excellency, The Rt Hon Earl of Athlone (Governor-General of Canada), LL.D

1948
Special Convocation (January)
Albright, William Donald, LL.D

1949
Spring
Bowman, The Hon John James (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Wallace, Robert Charles (Second President of the University), LL.D
Winspear, Francis George, LL.D

Special Convocation (October)
Noble, Charles Sherwood, LL.D

Fall
Milner, Horatio Ray, LL.D
O'Connor, The Hon Chief Justice George Bligh, LL.D

1953
Spring
Collinson, Alexander, LL.D
Ford, The Hon Chief Justice Clinton James, LL.D
Hedley, Robert Wesley, LL.D

Fall
Gabrytzsky, Geoffrey Abbott, LL.D
Jewitt, William Gladstone, LL.D
Morrison, Ibrahim Follansbee, LL.D
Spratt, Joseph Grant, LL.D

1954
Spring
Campbell, Peter McGregor, LL.D
Chittick, Rae MacIntyre, LL.D
Dover, John David, LL.D

Fall
Hanna, William Fielding, LL.D
Longman, Stanley Oliver, LL.D
Prior, Kenneth Harald, LL.D
Prior, Paul L, LL.D
Wright, Howard Phil, LL.D

1955
Spring
Carr, Laurence Yeomans (Seventh Chancellor of the University), LL.D
O'Brien, Lewis James, LL.D
Steer, George Hobson, LL.D

Fall
Collick, Frank H, LL.D
Edmonds, The Rev W Everard, LL.D
Levers, Father Jean-Louis, LL.D

1958
Special Convocation (April)
Priestley, James Taggart, LL.D

Spring
Halton, Matthew Henry, LL.D
Stapoffs, Frederick, LL.D

Fall
Laurie, John Lee, LL.D
McCulla, William Copeland, LL.D

1957
Spring
Davies, Robertson, LL.D
Stewart, John Smith, LL.D

Special Convocation (August)
Coxeter, Harold Scott MacDonald, LL.D
Lusier, Irene, LL.D
Wigner, Eugene Paul, LL.D

Fall
Hawie, Eric Lafferty, LL.D
MacPhee, Earle Douglas, LL.D
Thompson, Walter Palmer, LL.D

1958
Spring
Patterson, Gordon Neil, LL.D
Reynolds, Lloyd George, LL.D
Woolley, D. Worthway, LL.D

Special Convocation (September)
Hachem, Bashir A, LL.D
Mountford, Sir James Frederick, LL.D
Phillips, William Eric, LL.D

Special Convocation (October) (50th Jubilee)
Burgess, Cecil Scott, LL.D
Farley, Barker, LL.D
Gordon, Robert Kay, LL.D
James, Frank Cyril, LL.D
Russell, Loris Shano, LL.D
Smith, Sidney Earle, LL.D
Weshek, Max Hirsch, LL.D

Fall
Ferguson, George Victor, LL.D
MacInnes, Charles Malcolm, LL.D
MacLeod, John Edward Annand, LL.D
Mitchell, Betty, LL.D
Scarlett, Earle Parkhill (Sixth Chancellor of the University), LL.D

1959
Special Convocation (April)
Flemington, Rev William Thomas Ross, LL.D
Saunders, Hugh Hamilton, LL.D

Spring
Galbraith, Francis Philip (Eighth Chancellor of the University), LL.D
Macleod, Charles Malcolm (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LL.D
Roper, Elmer Ernest, LL.D
Stewart, Andrew (Fifth President of the University), LL.D

Fall
Dinning, Robert James, LL.D
MacCharles, Donald Neil, LL.D

1960
Spring
Field, Sem Wissler, LL.D
MacDonald, The Most Rev John Hugh, LL.D
Sonet, Eduard, LL.D
Soper, Joseph Dewrey, LL.D

Special Convocation (Medical/Dental – June)
Farquharson, Ray Fletcher, LL.D

Fall (Calgary)
Paton, Gilbert Carie, LL.D
Phillips, Walter Joseph, LL.D
Stemberg, Charles Morrisram, LL.D
Young, James William, LL.D

1961
Spring
Brown, Harrison Scott, LL.D
Herzberg, Gerhard, LL.D
Macdonald, The Hon Justice Hugh John, LL.D
Page, The Hon John Percy (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Pouya, George, LL.D
Wes, Wilfred Rusk, LL.D

Special Convocation (Medical/Dental – June)
Brown, Harry Knowlton, LL.D
Harttsof, Walter Stanley, LL.D

Fall (Calgary)
Mckinnoo, Ian Nicholson, LL.D
McLaurin, The Hon Chief Justice Cole Campbell, LL.D

1962
Spring
Smith, The Hon Chief Justice Sidney Bruce, LL.D
Stewart, Freeman Kenneth, LL.D

Special Convocation (Medical/Dental – May)
Cameron, Donald George West, LL.D

Fall (Calgary)
Payne, Ben Iden, LL.D
Seamans, Howard Loomis, LL.D

1963
Spring
Corbett, Edward Annand, LL.D
Ford, Charles Ross, LL.D

1964
Spring (Calgary)
Batchelor, Dudley Edward, LL.D
Charyk, Joseph Vincent, LL.D
Jackson, Margaret Isabel, LL.D

Spring (Edmonton)
Kurimoto, Tuchi, LL.D
Lyle, Guy Redvers, LL.D
McCuish, Hazel Rutherford, LL.D
Mckerthun, Helen Griffith Wylie, LL.D
Mactintosh, Frank Campbell, LL.D

Fall
Froman, Doral Kenneth, LL.D
Mclarnd, The Hon Justice Ronald, LL.D

1965
Spring (Calgary)
Egbert, Gladys McKelvie, LL.D
Taylor, Malcolm Gordon, LL.D

Spring (Edmonton)
Dyde, Henry Alexander, LL.D
Miller, Frank Robert, LL.D
Roning, Chester Alvis, LL.D
Anderson, John Ansel, LL.D
MacFarlane, Joseph Arthur, LL.D
Platt, Arnold William, LL.D

Fall
Hennig, Rudolph, LL.D
Herbert, Walter Bertram, LL.D
Patrick, Mabel, LL.D

1966
Spring
Burt, Alfred Leroy, LL.D
MacKwan, The Hon John Walter Grant (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Andrews, Catherine Brodie, LL.D
Rice, George Richard Agar, LL.D

Fall
Lang, William Albert, LL.D
Le Sauvier, Jenny Le Rouge, LL.D
Pugh, Kenneth Aubrey, LL.D

1967
Special Centennial Convocation (March)
Dicks, Clennell Haggerston, LL.D
Leger, His Eminence Cardinal Paul Emil, LL.D
McGibbon, Pauline Mills, LL.D
Townes, Charles Hard, LL.D
Spring
Heeney, Alfred Danford Patrick, LL.D
Michener, His Excellency, The Rt Hon Daniel Roland (Governor-General of Canada), LL.D
Gibson, Helen Beny, LL.D
Barr, Murray Llewellyn, LL.D
Matthews, Arnold Whitney, LL.D

Fall
Jackson, Lady Robert (Miss Barbara Ward), LL.D

1968
Special Diamond Jubilee Convocation (May)
Schneider, William George, LL.D
His Excellency, U Thant (Secretary General of the United Nations), LL.D
Trudeau, The Hon Pierre Elliott (Prime Minister of Canada), LL.D

Spring
Burns, Lt Gen Eerdson Louis Millard, LL.D
Swift, William Herbert, LL.D
Jackson, Robert William Brierley, LL.D
Grant, Charles Henry, LL.D
Hall, Cecil Edwin, LL.D
1991

Spring
McLachlin, Madame Justice Beverley, LLD
Taylor, Richard E, DSc
Worth, Walter H, LLB
Loomis, Reginald D, LLD
Miller, Associate Chief Justice Tevie H (Thirteenth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Peel, Bruce B, LLD
Harris, Walter E, DSc
Corday, Etul, DSc
Homes, Peggy, DLitt
Iakovlev, Alexander, LLD
Allen, Frances E, DSc

Fall
Lemieux, Raymond Urgel, DSc
Southern, Ronald Donald, LLD
Bowker, Her Honor Marjorie Montgomery, LLD
Carle, Margaret Ruth Pringle, LLD

1992

Spring
Aoki, Ted Tetsuo, LLD
Herom, Naomi Louisa, LLD
Picard, Madame Justice Ellen Irene, LLB
Stevenson, The Hon Mr Justice William Alexander, LLD
Cixous, Helene, LLB
Honchar, Oleksandr, DLitt
Pearson, Hugh John Sanders, LLD
Jordan, Ronald Earl, DSc (in absentia)
Barmes, David Edward, DSc
Towers, The Hon Gordon (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLB

Fall
Hodgson, Marjorie, LLB
Johnson, Rev K Glen, LLB
Lobay, Mary, LLB

1993

Spring
Archer, Violet, DLitt
Kurimoto, Hiroshi, LLB
Jones, Edgar T, LLB
Lukianenko, Levko, LLB
Forrester, Helen, DLitt
Shaw, James R. S., LLB
Fortune, Ray, LLB

Fall
Kobayashi, Yukio, LLB
Mazurkowksi, The Rt Hon Donald, LLB
Kasai, Walter, DLitt

1994

Spring
Davenport, Paul Theodore, (Tenth President of the University), LLD
McLean, David George Alexander, LLD
Goody, Dasha Sosia, DLitt
Elliott, James Frank, LLB
Hsu, Tsuyoshi, His Excellency The Rt Hon Ramon John (Governor General of Canada), LLB

Fall
Badir, Doris Renwick, LLB
Green, Leslie Claude, LLB
Hurtubise, Roger Alexander, LLB
Milner, Stanley Albert (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLB

1995

Spring
Drake, Clare James, LLB
Thorson, William Arnold, LLB
Jeyk, Peter (Peter), LLB
Nagabhushan, Tatsanahali Lakshminarayan, DSc
Dickason, Olive Patricia, DLitt
Simms, Glena Patricia, LLB

Fall
Superstein, Jake, LLB
McPherson, Gary William Wilcox, LLB

1996

Spring
Haskayne, Richard F, LLB
Tellier, Paul, LLB

Fall
Foote, Eldon, LLB
Smith, Michael, DSc
Cammaert, Margaret, LLB
Ericson, Eric, LLB

1997

Spring
Singh, Mamohan, LLB
Hurlburt, William, LLB
Bradenmark, Per-Ingvar, DSc
Zeidler, Margaret, LLB (posthumously granted)
Kroetsch, Robert, DLitt
Watanbe, Mamoru, DSc
Chan, Charles, LLB
Somerville, Christopher, DSc

Fall
Erasmus, Georges, LLB
Ozawa, Tatsuo, LLB
Rusell, Andrew, LLB

1998

Spring
Ferguson, John Thomas, LLB
Hewell, Maxwell Leo, LLB
Nelson, Raymond, LLB
Woodward, Roger, LLB
Martin, Joseph Boyd, DSc

Fall
Ryan, Claude, LLB
Haynes, Robert Hall, DSc